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Environmentally sound 
•  Taking post consumer recycled materials and re-using them 

•  100% recyclable products - a genuine cradle-to-cradle cycle 

•  A clean manufacturing process - inputs are water and recycled material. Outputs are water and 
finished product 

Economic 
•  Cheap tooling 

•  Cheap and stable material prices and inputs 

Effective  
•  Excellent protection of products and suitable for huge variety of categories including electronics  

•  Highly versatile options for molding to suit application and design requirements 

•  Most products are nestable, stackable = freight efficient and efficient for warehousing 

Brand enhancing 
•  Clearly recognizable to consumers as environmentally sound packaging 

•  Allows great opportunity to turn protective packaging into a brand story - as per method 

Why pulp molded packaging? 
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Who are we Who are we? 

•  A team with many years experience of sourcing and manufacturing in 
China. 

•   A team that has worked for leading international businesses who value 
design, quality and service 

•   A team which includes the best technical support available in  the pulp 
industry 

We saw an opportunity:- 

•  to be on the front edge of a growing industry with an exciting future 

•  to innovate in a format where others were just following  

•  to work in an environmentally sound way 

•  to apply the principles which we have always valued in partners (but 
not always found) during our own sourcing work - open 
communication, reliability, flexibility and quality 

It was in sourcing pulp molded products for a client that we realized the potential of pulp molded 
packaging from an environmental, design and an economic perspective. We also realized that, in 
China, very few pulp facilities were skilled in working with international customers. Our experience 
on both sides of the manufacturing fence means that we are well placed to understand and service 
that which is important to our customers.  
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Our vision….. 

•  To work with innovative partners to find pulp molded solutions for 
packaging products in a stylish, effective and environmentally sound 
way.  

•  We are focused on flexibility, not commodity 

•  We will invest in opportunities to work with customers on design-led, 
value-enhancing projects when they arise, rather than build a high 
volume facility where infrastructure restricts innovation.  

•  We will strive to help customers experiment and try new ideas. We will 
be open about the challenges where we see them and ensure that we 
are transparent on timings and costs throughout.  

•  We will use our sourcing capabilities and extend our services beyond 
pulp molded products where this is of value to our clients. This team 
has a long history of working with Western companies to source and 
ship a wide range of products. 

•   We will re-invest in our facility to improve our sustainability credentials 
and ensure that our customers have confidence that they are working 
with the leading supplier in the industry on environmental thinking.  

…. and our strategy 
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The pulp molding process  

Mixing the pulp: Recycled corrugate (or other materials such as 
bamboo pulp or newsprint)  is fed via a hopper into pulping pools. By 
only adding water, the raw material becomes a pulp and reaches the 
right consistency as it moves towards the forming machines.  

Forming the molded product: The mixed pulp is fed into the forming machines. 
Our machines are semi automatic and lower the tool into the pulp mix. As the tool is 
raised out of the mix, a combination of gravity and a vacuum - generated by an 
external machine - evict the water, leaving the corrugate to form around the sides of 
the tool. At the top of it’s cycle,  the male part of the tool (where the pulp is forming) 
presses into a female part where further vacuum suction helps bind the fibres, 
giving the product strength and shape. The formed product is them emitted from 
the tool and put on racks to be moved outside for natural drying or to our drying 
machine.  

Drying: The formed product will still contain large amounts 
of water and has to be dried before it can be pressed. We 
prefer to dry product naturally. It’s more sustainable and - 
like the best environmental practices - more economical. We 
chose our site for the open spaces to enable this.  

Pressing: Higher quality products, where precision or aesthetic are important, need to be 
heat pressed. Dried product is placed on a heated molded plate and pressed. It is at this 
stage where a logo or message can be embossed into the product if required. This provides 
great branding opportunities at no extra cost. Some products are cut and finished as the very 
final step, before they are packed for shipment to customers.  
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Our products 

“o-mop starter kit”: This is a 3 part kit made from a 
mix of bamboo pulp and recycled corrugate. Bamboo 
is a very unique material in this industry and has 
properties of strength but also an interesting eco story. 
The brand logo is embossed on the lid along with 
messaging such as “planet friendly” and “made from 
bamboo”. Inner sections use embossed messages to 
enhance the consumer experience as they unpack 
product. Kit packs out with a high design sleeve to hold 
the kit together 

Microfibre and dryer cloth refills: also a mix of 
bamboo and corrugate. Includes logo embossed on 
the lid and a cut out hole to touch and feel product.  

Hand dryer protective packaging: formed and 
pressed packaging which includes water proofing 
additive. Designed to hold 3 different components in 
the same pack. This pack transports highly 
sensitive materials and has to be 100% safe. 

Examples of our flexibility 

 

Branded and stamped protective packaging: 2 
different packaged for different retail offers of 
computer components. Packages include 
waterproofing agent and are formed and pressed 
with and embossed logo and recycling symbol.  

Consumer Goods Retail 
Packaging 

Industrial Packaging 

Secondary Protective Packaging 
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We look forward to innovating with you 


